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ABSTRACT
Automated Design of Algorithms (ADA) and Genetic Improvement (GI) are two relatively young fields of research that have been receiving more attention in recent years. Both methodologies can improve programs using evolutionary search methods and successfully produce human competitive programs. ADA and GI are used for improving functional properties such as quality of solution and non-functional properties, e.g., speed, memory and, energy consumption. Only GI of the two has been used to fix bugs, probably because it is applied globally on the whole source code while ADA typically replaces a function or a method locally. While GI is applied directly to the source code ADA works ex-situ, i.e., as a separate process from the program it is improving.

Although the methodologies overlap in many ways they differ on some fundamentals and for further progress to be made researchers from both disciplines should be aware of each other’s work.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent decades has seen surge in the development of Metaheuristics [10] and Hyper-heuristics [7] where the latter could be defined as a special case of Automated Design of Algorithms (ADA). ADA is a general methodology employing search methods to improve or discover algorithms for computational problems. It generates algorithms by sampling the large, discontinuous and complex space of programs.
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GI has seen some progress due to the well-established Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) [27, 26] with initiatives in automating many key aspects of software engineering [22]. SBSE applies computational search to software engineering problems and GI is the special case of automatic software adjustment methods working directly on the source code. The idea is that the source code acts as the genetic material and can be rearranged to improve the program for a given objective. The need to decrease the cost of maintenance in the development of software is very important since it is usually the largest part of the software life cycle. Automating the maintenance process would more than likely reduce the cost considerably and give developers more time and money to focus on more qualitative features of programs.

Recent years have seen research that can be defined as ADA and GI gaining momentum and an increase in number of publications. The two fields have much in common but they can be divided by their application and definition. They apply same and similar methods, typically Genetic Programming (GP) or other metaheuristics. They are often used for identical objectives, e.g. speed or accuracy, albeit those objectives sometimes have different evaluation criteria. For example to measure speed both CPU time and number of iterations until a sufficient solution has been reached are used. The time is ripe to synchronize their terminologies and thus recognize the opportunities that lie in the inevitable crossing of the two methodologies.

The reminder of this paper will firstly give an overview of ADA and GI in sections 2 and 3 respectively. In section 4 the two methodologies will be compared by highlighting their similarities and differences. In section 5 the paper will be summarized and it will conclude in section 6.

2. AUTOMATED DESIGN OF ALGORITHMS
In this section we will define ADA and give examples of its applications and opportunities. Designing algorithms is a complex and sometimes unintuitive search and the automation of that process is therefore necessary and often inevitable. Algorithms are defined as a set of stepwise instructions for general problem solving and each algorithm can be viewed as a recipe for tackling a specific type of problem. When designing an algorithm one can either do it bottom-up by defining a general outline and filling in with appropriate components or start with an already functioning algorithm and adjust it for ones needs. Given a certain abstraction each algorithm can be altered and adjusted in three ways.
• By replacing components with an alternative [55]. In its simplest form this is done by selecting from a set of suitable replacement components which confines the search for a better algorithm to a discrete and finite space. An example of this might be to have a evolutionary algorithm and a set of predefined selection methods to choose from, such as elitist selection and tournament selection. Another approach is to evolve or generate replacement components and depending on multiple aspects such as, component representation, generation method and the original algorithm this can easily become very complex and impossible for exhaustive search.

• By reordering the application of the components [12]. Given certain restrictions, where the algorithm needs to be initiated and what it returns must be of specific type, this way is a special case of a permutation problem.

• Parameter tuning, i.e. changing the amount of any or each component [49]. E.g. altering the likelihood of mutation in a Genetic Algorithm (GA). Even if this is not in the strictest sense a design problem, it should be combined with the other two whenever possible. When comparing the newly designed algorithm with its predecessor, both subjects should perform at optimal capacity given the evaluation criteria.

The combined search space for those three ways can be vast, discontinuous, non-linear and/or multidimensional. Not to mention the difficulties with selecting and presenting the fitness which guides the search. In machine learning literature an objective of finding or making new algorithms has typically been to generalize them as much as possible, given a certain domain [41, 48]. Recent research and in particular ADA research has however suggested that automating the process reveals opportunities to specialise the algorithms to a certain problem class [8, 55, 56]. A problem class is a probability distribution over all instances of a given domain, e.g. Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), timetabling and bin packing. The current access to computational resources can give us millions of variations of each algorithm in seconds and thus we should not be limiting the search for the one algorithm that solves all or a “Jack-of-all-Trades” [8]. Then we can create general frameworks that can be adjusted to produce algorithms for a wide variety of computational problems. There could be a general framework that generates algorithms to solve problems where the solution representation and another for problems where the solution representation is bit-strings. When the algorithm being designed is a search or an optimization algorithm the main objective of the fitness function is typically to improve a functional property that is evaluated as the fitness of the best solution found by the evolved algorithm [4, 13, 18, 19, 29]. Speed has also been of interest for others [21] as well as combinations of both where GP was used to evolve search heuristics [21], and novel matrix multiplication methods where discovered with GA [91].

2.1 Definition of Automated Design of Algorithms

We define ADA as a general methodology for using search methods to improve or discover algorithms for any given computational problem. When generating complete algorithms the amount of information provided can be as little as only a set of problems, their required output data type and a selection of primitive instructions or functions to assemble the algorithm from. Generating algorithms can also be done by using an existing algorithm and adjust it to serve either a different purpose or just to improve it for its current purposes. The algorithm in question must be suitable for a partition into blocks or components that can be replaced by a function with the same type signature, such that the original algorithm can serve as a template or scaffold.

Given this definition, research from as early as the 1990’s can be categorized as ADA e.g. where [4] use GP to evolve annealing schedule for a simulated annealing algorithm. Hyper-heuristics to generate heuristics is a sub-field of ADA, as they are defined to be a heuristic search in the space of heuristics [11]. The definition of ADA is broad and its application is included in many well established fields of research, such as machine learning [30], data mining [45] and operation research [6]. Many of those fields are overlapping and sometimes the line between them is not distinct. Therefore it is necessary to give a more general platform for discussion and debate so that progress can be made.

The last decade has seen rapid increase in the frequency of research that falls under the definition of ADA and because of that, effort has been made to gather relevant publications in this paper. There is shortage in the literature of solid categorization of research that is ADA which makes it difficult to guarantee that a published algorithm or methodology is indeed novel. Completely different names and terminology for similar things are somewhat scattered, so extensive comparison is difficult. The Workshop on the Automated Design of Algorithms in the annual Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO) has been held since 2011 and serves as an international platform for exchanging ideas.1

2.2 Applications of Automated Design of Algorithms

ADA has been used in many different and creative ways. We now examine component replacement and reordering. We do not however examine automatic parameter tuning as there is already a vast literature on that [3, 15].

2.2.1 Component replacement

The most common example of ADA is where an algorithm is improved by selecting one of its components and replacing it with an automatically designed alternative. The component is usually something that can be easily replaced by a function due to its place in the program where it has known input and output data type. Some examples of such components are:

• Annealing schedule for the simulated annealing algorithm [4].
• Selection heuristic for bin packing problems [9] and vehicle routing algorithm [12].
• Scheduling rules for job shop scheduling [43].
• Flowtime estimators for job shop scheduling [42].

1http://www.sigevo.org/gecco-2011/workshops.html#ecgda
For each of these applications note that the components being designated for replacements can be easily isolated in the algorithm structure. Then they can be replaced by any arbitrary function so long as that function has the same type signature as defined by the original component. Note also that each of these examples are relatively small algorithms and components that can be expressed in a few lines of code but still the search space for ADA is huge and complex. The annealing schedule can for example be replaced with any function that returns a double precision variable on the closed interval between zero and one \([1, 4]\). GP has proved to be very effective in evolving the replacement \([5, 55]\) and its ability to generate small but complex programs makes it the primary method for these types of ADA. Also, the abstraction and a careful selection of the GP function set allows an easy way of guaranteeing error free compilation and termination, e.g. if the function set only contains Turing complete operators \([44]\). The evolution of the replacement always takes place ex situ i.e. it is a search process that runs separate from the original algorithm. It typically takes place in parallel and with a representation that does not need to be identical to the original algorithm’s representation. The outcome of that process is evaluate by either converting the evolved code into the original program or building a wrapper function to interpret.

### 2.2.2 Component reordering

ADA has not to the authors’ best knowledge been applied as a permutation problem but only in combination with the replacement idea and with a given framework for scaffolding \([14]\). The scaffolding method is another ADA application that uses an existing algorithm framework as a template and finds the best combination of a finite number of predefined alternatives for each place in the scaffold. This method was used to evolve multiple meta-heuristics for a vehicle routing problem. A general outline of the simplex variant called a push/pull algorithm was used as a template and the components were extracted from three established and widely used algorithms to serve as the blocks that could be put into the scaffold \([12]\).

The search space of ADA has also been widened by extracting components from many different algorithms to use them as building blocks \([39, 45]\). Allowing the structure to evolve with minimal restrictions as well as the what the structure contains, i.e. the blocks can be stacked in any order with the only limitation being that the output is meaningful. While one describes a general automation process for various data mining algorithm \([45]\), the other evolves a structure of a black-box algorithm that tackles the Deceptive Trap problem \([39]\). Both papers rely on grammatical evolution which describes the restrictive condition each block has, such as what blocks can precede and follow other blocks. These conditions are primarily based on the blocks data signatures.

### 3. GENETIC IMPROVEMENT

Human programmers working in industry cannot be expected to optimize their software with respect to non-functional properties within a given budget or available project time frame \([5]\). The software development life cycle is an iterative process where the program is constantly undergoing improvements. Whether it is bug fixing, speed up, memory optimization, platform specific adaptation or many more examples. This process is carried out by human programmers that are usually only experts on a few platforms, languages or environments. End users are vaguely aware of this process when their device prompts them to update but for developers this is a cycle of often tiny tweaks and minor improvements. Moreover because programmers, without automated tools, are limited by trial and error methods and they can only view a small portion of the space of all available adjustments those updates could have to be reverted in later cycles.

Many methods have been proposed to counteract software’s inevitable high maintenance cost, substandard releases with annoyingly frequent updates and other maintenance problems. One promising approach developed in the recent decade suggests automation in one or all aspects, employing SBSE \([28]\) methods. More specifically evolutionary search methods such as GP have been used to explore program variants. GI is one of these SBSE methods that has in recent years been surfacing as the conquering automatic improvement candidate in the software engineering literature.

Since GI involves adjusting an already functioning software it is often highly susceptible to producing compiler errors non-terminating programs. That is anticipated and methods to handle it usually involve some kind of penalty such that it has little to no possibility to survive to the next iteration \([54]\). Other methods employ direct elimination, by discarding them entirely from the population of programs being evaluated \([36, 50]\). Although solutions have been suggested to this using reflective properties of certain programming languages and an actor model \([50]\).

In this paper variants of GI will be divided into 4 categories based on their application domain.

- Bug fixing, probably its most common application.
- Increasing speed, which has always been of much interest maybe because of easy evaluation.
- Migration and transplantation. Migrating software from one platform to another, transplanting a code segment or a functionality from on program to another.
- Dynamic adaptive software improvement where the program is improved while it is being used.

### 3.1 Definition of Genetic Improvement

GI is the name given to automatic software adjustment methods that operate directly on the source code, treating it as the genetic material. These operations may for example consist of copying, deleting and swapping lines of code. An existing software’s source code is used as the building material for the improvements, meaning that it is assumed the software already possesses sufficient expressions \([24, 33]\). The search is therefore limited to all variants of said software code, albeit those variants can be of variable length because expressions can be duplicated or deleted. The pool of genetic material can however be expanded with transplantation from other programs, either multiple variants of the same program or other programs that have desirable features. Code transplantation has been used to expand the pool of genetic material with already existing variants.
of the software that was being improved. Two award winning and manually improved variants of the MiniSAT solver introduced enough new genetic material to improve the performance of the original beyond the donor programs [46].

The automation involves applying some search method in the program space driven by the objectives set by the developer. While these objectives are relatively easy to define, finding an effective fitness function can pose a real problem [16] because the software must maintain its correct functionality. The correctness of an improvement is found either by comparing the output with the output of the original software as an oracle [34, 2] or by evaluating its performance on a suite of test cases that has already been run on the original code. The fitness is then monitored during compilation and runtime by instrumentation, simple timing mechanisms or whatever the objective defines. Given that the search space is highly noisy [32] evolutionary methods have been preferable over others. Particularly GP with grammatical representation, again for its ability to represent and evolve programs.

As with ADA, some focus of GI has recently been turned towards specialisation of software rather than generalization [23, 24, 46]. With increasing computational resources and constantly better methods for improvement, making multiple variants of a software and maintaining them is more viable than before. A program that is fast but energy inefficient might be acceptable for a desktop computer but the user might be willing to consider slower but energy saving variant for his laptop in order to extend the usage of the battery before needing to be recharged.

Earlier in GI the typical approach to evolve improvements was to maintain multiple copies of the program in a population but that was shortly discarded in favour of maintaining a population of edits. Each edit describes changes that should be made to the original program before evaluation. This approach is much more memory efficient and makes explaining the changes to the software developer easier, although the extra effort of applying the changes must be made before each evaluation.

### 3.2 Applications of Genetic Improvement

The appeal of GI is that the process of optimization does not need a model because the software is its own substrate. Therefore the evaluation process does not give an approximation of how the software will perform but potentially an accurate vision. Unlike other engineering practices where e.g. structural loads are approximated in civil engineering and productivity is estimated in industrial engineering with models, GI in software engineering makes it possible to monitor the effects of every small change directly which makes it well suited for fixing faulty programs.

#### 3.2.1 Bug Fixing

GI has been extensively applied to automatic bug fixing where test cases were used to identify nodes in the AST that might be faulty and successfully focus an evolution of patches [17, 52]. They were able to repair multiple different bugs in 20 legacy C programs. Further progress was then made where test suite optimization was used to improve the fitness evaluation of the fixes [16, 51]. Their success has spurred further research into other domains and programming languages such as Python [1] where a novel patch representation was introduced. The work of Weimer et al. has since then culminated in a framework called GenProg [38]. It also built on the Python novel patch representation [1] by changing the representation to edits from ASTs to be able to scale properly to larger programs. GenProg was reported to fix 55 of 105 known bugs for about US $88 each in 8 open-source programs [97]. Therefore giving plenty of evidence for the merit of GI as an automatic software repair method.

#### 3.2.2 Increasing Speed

GI is appropriate for improving non-functional properties of an existing software when there is sufficiently good test suite available. The original version of the software can act as an oracle to maintain proper functionality [34, 2] alongside evaluation. The non-functional property that is probably most popular to improve has to be speed since its evaluation is quite uncomplicated and comparison is easy.

Strongly typed GP was successfully applied on small programs with seeding [2, 54]. That work also introduced multi-objective approach to the improvement process by allowing some error while searching for faster alternatives to the original seed. Later the speed improvements were generalised to other non-functional properties specifically for low-resource systems [53].

Larger systems have been optimized for speed in [36] where Bowtie2, a DNA sequencing system that is made up of approximately 50k lines of C++ code. A 70 fold speed up on specialized DNA sequences was reported without decreasing functionality by evolving edits with grammatical evolution. The same framework and methodology was used to improve the computational time of the boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver, MiniSAT, with moderate success [47]. Later a significant speed gain was observed when the genetic pool was widened with multiple versions of the solver software [46].

#### 3.2.3 Migration and transplantation

Code transplantation has been suggested in [25] for reverse engineering purposes such as inserting a feature from one system into another. It seems that GI has the tools and right approach to accomplish this task automatically by using GP and appropriate representation. Transplantation has been reported with success, although it was not between systems or software but between different versions of the same software [46]. Proper automatic code transplanta-
tion between systems written in the same language or even systems written in different languages has yet to be made but migrating software from one environment to another has seen success.

The migration and complete a repurposing was accomplished in [34] where CUDA C++ code was adapted for the gzip functionality to run on parallel processes, accelerating the function considerably in the process. The CUDA C++ code, StereoCamera system, was also migrated to parallel graphics hardware and gained from 5% to a factor of 6.8 speed up [35].

#### 3.2.4 Dynamic adaptive approach

Attaining dynamic adaptivity means to be able to improve the software while it is in use and therefore potentially being able to reduce maintenance costs to absolute minimum. If the software can improve itself that also means that downloading updates could be eliminated thus using bandwidth and data charges for other more productive or entertaining means. Some methods have been suggested such as the semi
online approach in [23] where it is proposed that optimization of non-functional properties could happen on mobile devices while charging. A more dynamically online stance is suggested and implemented in [50] with a web service running on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and utilizing the reflection abilities of the Scala programming language.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONTRAST

Although the broadest definition of an algorithm includes the simplest instructions that can be executed with a pen and paper, the automation is only possible for when those instructions have been implemented into a software. As such we can view ADA as a specific software improvement methodology and compare it with the field of GI. This section will first compare similarities and then compare differences. So that one might be better equipped to make the decision which one to use for a given problem. This is not a trivial decision.

4.1 Similarities

The apparent similarities are firstly that both methodologies are driven by the need to automatically improve or adapt software and therefore they partly share a domain. ADA and GI both work on either existing software or a software framework where the functionality is known and at least the minimal number of components that are needed for that functionality are known and available. ADA has mainly been used to evolve small functions from scratch as a replacement component for a bigger algorithm and although GI sometimes operates on large scale systems, its output is usually small set of edits to that system. So typically the output from both methodologies are relatively small such as a few edits or a function that can be expressed in a few lines of code.

GI has been successfully applied to accelerate the MiniSAT solver and so has ADA, although the ADA only required access to the heuristic selection operator.

Last but not least the part of the shared domain of computer programs is highly complex and large and the task of searching it is consequently complex. GI and ADA both employ evolution for that search which make them comparatively resource consuming both in terms of CPU time and memory.

4.2 Difference

The most notable difference is that GI is applied in-situ or directly to the source code while ADA works ex-situ, i.e. evolves a function that is injected into the original code. GI makes small changes, sometimes many small changes that do not have to be constrained to a small region of the source code. ADA’s improvement of an existing program on the other hand is a replacement of a certain call or statement in the source and is thus limited to the places where that call is made.

As observed GI and ADA evolve small edits and functions respectively but the main difference is that the GI’s edits are human readable while ADA’s functions are often quite unintuitive and cannot be explained simply. This can possibly be the cause for their difference in sub-domain application, where ADA is commonly used to improve heuristics [4, 9, 12, 19, 20, 43], data mining, and machine learning algorithms [39, 45]. GI is applied to software in general, although it improves MiniSAT [46] and a classification algorithm [2] it is not limited to algorithms and has fixed bugs in legacy programs [17, 52] and 20 other open-source programs [37].

ADA has typically been used to evolve small functions but those can be relatively large compared to the whole software when the program is a heuristic. GI’s successes are typically reported on a larger systems and therefore suggesting that it fares better when it has access to a larger gene pool of potential changes. The difference here lies in how the methodologies use the AST’s, GI alters the whole AST while ADA takes one node or a cluster of nodes and replaces them. For that reason GI has been used more often for automatically repairing software since it can make small changes in the software that are separated by many lines or even files in the code. Changes that potentially fix a fault that a human could not find because the bug’s location might not be co-located with the fault it causes or the fault is caused by a series of bugs that are dispersed in different sections of the code. ADA would probably not be able to fix the latter kind of fault with its limited scope into the original software. Similarly for non-functional properties such as speed or memory usage, GI might find solutions that are not confined to a single node or a cluster of nodes in the AST. Sometimes those improvements are just to turn off non-vital functionalities of the original software [36]. Also, although the two methodologies have the objective to speed up a software in common, they usually approach the task from different angles. While GI tries to speed up programs by finding variants of the original software, ADA’s approach is often to make the algorithm find a better solution sooner.

A side effect of the GI process is that it produces lots of faulty individuals out of scope, semantically incorrect or non terminating, while ADA can more easily be applied so that all individuals compile and terminate. For some, a few faulty program variants while iterating over many is considered to be an annoyance but nothing to be concerned about and it has been argued that it does not affect the evolution to much [36]. Others suggest using better approaches with reflection and agent based coding to prevent these side effects [50].

5. SUMMARY

This paper has given a brief overview of the fields of ADA and GI. Where some examples of usage and application were talked about as well as their merits and shortcomings, limitations and some opportunities. At last their similarities and differences were highlighted while trying to give some idea of when one should be chosen over the other.

The following bullet points highlight the main findings of this paper and overall what is observed is that the two fields are very similar and share many characteristics but they still differ in a fundamental way.

- ADA and GI both produce human compatible outputs, i.e. they improve upon existing software and even successfully improve a program \(^2\) that has been manually improved multiple times.
- ADA and GI both typically apply GP or other evolutionary methods to generate changes. Although ADA has been using it in the more traditional sense [32] while GI converted to evolving edit lists as they are less memory consuming and more easily explainable to humans.

\(^2\)For example MiniSAT [46, 19, 20]
• Current application of GI can produce faulty and non-terminating programs in the process of finding improved variants while ADA generates syntactically correct terminating code.

• ADA is used to improve functional and non-functional properties while GI’s focus has typically been non-functional properties although with different approach than ADA. ADA’s approach to speed up has been to improve the convergence of an algorithm to a good solution and GI has been used to optimize the code structure, i.e. in what sequence the statements are executed. Also, only GI has been used to fix bugs.

• ADA and GI share a general domain where they are both used to improve software but ADA has only been used on heuristics and machine learning and data mining algorithms.

6. CONCLUSIONS

ADA and GI are two related fields which are similar and are both at an early stage of their development but an increase in use by researchers and industry alike is to be expected. It would probably be beneficial for further progress for researchers in either discipline to be aware of each other’s work. The former is mainly manned by computer scientists while the latter consists of mainly software engineers. They share a domain but the approach and applicability are quite different.

The search method of choice for both fields is GP and recently it has been accused of tackling toy problems [40] so ADA and GI offer a rich domain of real world problems which will necessitate improvements in GP, the search technology. The usage of GP is also different between the fields where representation of improvements and objectives are often not the same.

When fixing bugs, GI is preferable for its ability to make small but significant changes to a software and ADA when the task at hand is to find novel components for a computational method. For accelerating software the choice of method depends on the software, if the software is an easily compartmentalized algorithm it seems that ADA could be better but for a general software GI might be more suitable. Because GI can work on a more fine grained level of the software and does not have to be focused on one particular AST node or a cluster of nodes.
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